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Abstract
In this paper we study QCD and power corrections to sum rules which show up in deep-
inelastic lepton-hadron scattering. Furthermore we will make a distinction between
fundamental sum rules which can be derived from quantum field theory and those which
are of a phenomenological origin. Using current algebra techniques the fundamental
sum rules can be expressed into expectation values of (partially) conserved (axial-)
vector currents sandwiched between hadronic states. These expectation values yield the
1
quantum numbers of the corresponding hadron which are determined by the underlying
flavour group SU(n)F . In this case one can show that there exist an intimate relation
between the appearance of power and QCD corrections. The above features do not
hold for phenomenological sum rules, hereafter called non-fundamental. They have no
foundation in quantum field theory and they mostly depend on certain assumptions
made for the structure functions like superconvergence relations or the parton model.
Therefore only the fundamental sum rules provide us with a stringent test of QCD.
PACS: 11.50.Li, 12.38.Bx, 13.60.Hb
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2
1 Introduction
Sum rules in deep-inelastic lepton hadron scattering provide us with one of the most
beautiful tools to test the predictions of perturbative QCD [1]. This is because they
can be expressed into integrals of the type
∫ 1
0 dx ∆F
N(x, q2) = AN where ∆F
N(x, q2)
either denotes a structure function or a combination of structure functions and N
represents the corresponding hadron in the initial state of the deep-inelastic process.
In this way one gets rid of the unknown x-dependence which is due to non-perturbative
effects. However this statement only holds if AN can be determined in an unambiguous
way as we will elucidate in this paper. Furthermore sum rules can be computed up
to much higher orders in perturbation theory than other quantities which are mostly
known up to next-to-leading order only. Examples are the Bjorken sum rules [2], [3]
and the Gross- Llewellyn Smith sum rule [4] which have been calculated up to order α3s
in [5], [6]. The same features are shown by the total cross section in e+ e− → hadrons
[7] and the width of the Z-boson [8]. The only problem is that it is very hard to
measure the sum rules experimentally since the structure functions are only known
for a limited range of x. Therefore the uncertainties are due to extrapolations of the
structure functions into the small and large x-region. Fortunately the small x-region is
not so important since all sum rules only hold for the non-singlet parts of the structure
functions which tend to zero when x → 0. The large x-region is important and here
the data are mainly coming from fixed target experiments. More information about
this region will come after the upgrade of HERA [9]. Furthermore we place our hope
on polarized electron-proton colliders [10], [11] which allows us to measure the parity
violating structure functions gi(x, q
2) (i = 3− 5) for which some interesting sum rules
can be derived. In the literature one can find many sum rules (see e.g. [12], [13], [14],
[15]). However from a theoretical point of view they cannot be put on an equal footing.
In this paper we make a clear distinction between fundamental and non-fundamental
sum rules. In the former case the quantity AN is given by the expectation value of
a conserved current or partially conserved axial vector current sandwiched between
the hadronic state N . Furthermore the (axial-) vector currents are put in the adjoint
representation of the underlying flavour group given by SU(n)F where n denotes the
number of light flavours. These sum rules can either be derived from equal time current
algebra [16] or from light-cone current algebra [17] [18]. Examples are the sum rules
given by Adler [19], by Bjorken [2] [3] and by Gross and Llewellyn Smith [4]. The Ellis-
Jaffe sum rule [20] does not belong to this class since the singlet axial-vector current
is not conserved due to the Adler-Bell-Jackiw anomaly [21]. Therefore it acquires an
infinite renormalization which induces scaling violating terms in the perturbation series
for AN so that it becomes a non-fundamental sum rule. To the latter class also belong
all sum rules which cannot be derived from current algebra. For instance the sum
rules given by Gottfried [22], Burkhardt and Cottingham [23] cannot be expressed into
expectation values of (axial-)vector current operators. Many more sum rules of this
type can be found in [15]. In this paper we will give a complete list of fundamental sum
rules using the techniques of current algebra. Further we investigate the perturbation
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series which also includes a study of the power corrections. It turns out that there is
an intimate relation between the appearance of non-zero higher order corrections and
the presence of power corrections which can be either due to higher twist operators or
mass dependent terms of the type m2/q2 which vanish in the limit −q2 →∞. Here one
has to bear in mind that sum rules do not acquire target mass correction since the spin
of the operators (here (axial-) vector currents) is smaller than two. Apparently this
also holds when the sum rule cannot be related to expectation values of (axial-) vector
currents like the one given by Burkhardt and Cottingham [23] (see the treatment of
target mass corrections in [24]). The paper is organized as follows. In section 2 we
rederive the Adler sum rule for the unpolarized structure function F2(x, q
2) from the
equal time current algebra using infinite frame techniques. One of the features is that
this sum rule neither receives QCD corrections nor power contributions. It turns out
that a similar sum rule exists for the polarized structure function g4(x, q
2) appearing
in neutrino-nucleon scattering. In section 3 we show that the remaining sum rules can
be obtained from light-cone current algebra. Since the region outside the light-cone is
not taken into account these sum rules acquire power corrections and the perturbation
series receives non-zero contributions beyond lowest order. In section 4 we study the
power corrections by keeping a non-zero mass in the calculation of the first moment of
the coefficient function. Here we show that when mass dependent terms appear one also
encounters non-vanishing higher order corrections. At the end we discuss some peculiar
sum rules for which AN = 0 up to order αs in perturbation theory. One of them is the
Burkhardt Cottingham sum rule [23]. In the derivation we assume that the underlying
flavour symmetry is given by the group SU(3). The formulae for SU(4) which are
more appropriate at large −q2 are presented in Appendix A. The long expressions for
the partonic structure functions needed for the computation of the QCD corrections
to the sum rules are given in Appendix B.
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2 Infinite momentum frame techniques
In this chapter we use the infinite momentum frame technique to derive a sum rule
for the longitudinally polarized structure function g4(x, q
2) which is the analogue of
the Adler sum rule [19] in unpolarized (anti-) neutrino-nucleon scattering. Before the
derivation we first give the definitions for the structure functions which emerge in
deep-inelastic lepton-hadron scattering
l(k, λ) +N(p, s)→ l′(k′) +′ X ′ , (2.1)
where l and l′ denote the incoming and outgoing leptons and N represents the incoming
hadron. The inclusive final hadronic state is given by ′X ′. Furthermore we have
indicated between the brackets the momenta (k, k′, p) and spins (λ, s) of the particles.
In lowest order of the electroweak standard model the above reaction proceeds via the
exchange of one of the vector bosons γ, Z (neutral current process) or W± (charged
current process). Following the notations in [14], [15] the hadronic tensor W µν is
defined by
W µν(V1V2)(p, q, s) =
1
4π
∫
d4z ei q·z < N(p, s)| [Jµ †V1 (z), JνV2(0)] |N(p, s) > . (2.2)
Here V1, V2 refer to the intermediate vector bosons Vi = γ, Z,W
±. which appear in
reaction (2.1). Furthermore we have p2 = m2, s2 = −1 and s · p = 0. In the case
V1 6= V2 we only consider the tensor W µν(V1V2) + W µν(V2V1). Using Lorentz covariance
and time-reversal invariance we can express the hadronic tensor in terms of fourteen
structure functions
W µν(V1V2)(p, q, s) = −g˜µνF V1V21 (x, q2) +
p˜µp˜ν
p · q F
V1V2
2 (x, q
2) + iǫµναβ
pαqβ
2 p · qF
V1V2
3 (x, q
2)
+
qµqν
p · q F
V1V2
4 (x, q
2) +
pµqν + pνqµ
2 p · q F
V1V2
5 (x, q
2)
+imǫµναβ
qαsβ
p · q g
V1V2
1 (x, q
2) + imǫµναβ
qα(p · qsβ − s · qpβ)
(p · q)2 g
V1V2
2 (x, q
2)
+
m
p · q
(
p˜µs˜ν + p˜ν s˜µ
2
− s · q p˜
µp˜ν
(p · q)
)
gV1V23 (x, q
2)
+ms · q p˜
µp˜ν
(p · q)2g
V1V2
4 (x, q
2)−mg˜µν s · q
p · q g
V1V2
5 (x, q
2)
+i mǫµναβ
pαsβ
p · q g
V1V2
6 (x, q
2) +m s · q q
µqν
(p · q)2g
V1V2
7 (x, q
2)
+m s · q p
µqν + pνqµ
2(p · q)2 g
V1V2
8 (x, q
2) +m
sµqν + sνqµ
2p · q g
V1V2
9 (x, q
2) ,(2.3)
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with the following shorthand notations
g˜µν = gµν − q
µqν
q2
, p˜µ = pµ − p · q
q2
qµ , s˜µ = sµ − s · q
q2
qµ . (2.4)
Instead of the set of structure functions above one can make other choices (see e.g. [25])
as long as all structure functions are linearly independent. The unpolarized F V1V2i (x, q
2)
(i = 1−5) and the polarized structure functions gV1V2i (x, q2) (i = 1−9) depend besides
on the virtuality of the intermediate vector boson −q2 > 0 and the Bjorken scaling
variable x = −q2/2p · q also on the mass of the hadron. Contraction of the hadronic
tensor with the leptonic tensor provides us with the cross section which can be found
in Eq. (11) of [15]. When the lepton masses are neglected the leptonic current is
conserved so that the structure functions F4, F5 and g7, g8, g9 drop out of the cross
section. Notice that the structure function g6 also contributes if ~s ‖ ~q which is often
ignored in the literature. The electroweak currents are in general decomposed into a
vector current V µa and an axial-vector current A
µ
a where a indicates that these currents
belong to the adjoint representation of the flavour group SU(n)F . Notice that the
structure functions Fi (i = 1 − 5) and g1, g2, g6 only get contributions from vector
vector and axial-vector axial-vector correlation functions whereas F3, g3, g4, g5 and gi
(i = 7− 9) are determined by vector-axial-vector combinations.
According to the hypothesis of Gell-Mann in [16], the zero components of the vector
and axial-vector currents satisfy the following equal time commutation (ETC) algebra[
V 0a (0, ~z), V
0
b (0, ~y)
]
=
[
A0a(0, ~z), A
0
b(0, ~y)
]
= iδ(3)(~z − ~y) fabcV 0c (z) ,
[
V 0a (0, ~z), A
0
b(0, ~y)
]
=
[
A0a(0, ~z), V
0
b (0, ~y)
]
= iδ(3)(~z − ~y) fabcA0c(z) . (2.5)
In the expressions above fabc denote the structure constants of the Lie-algebra of
SU(n)F which are defined by [λa, λb] = 2 i fabc λc where λa are the generators of the
Lie-algebra. These relations are satisfied irrespective of the origin of the currents so
that it does not matter whether they are composed of fermionic or bosonic fields. We
can now compute the integral∫ ∞
−∞
d q0W
00
ab,V V =
1
2
∫
d3~z e−i~q·~z〈N(p, s)|[V 0a (0, ~x), V 0b (0,~0)]|N(p, s)〉 =
i
2
fabc〈N(p, s)|V 0c (0)|N(p, s)〉 . (2.6)
Similar results are obtained for∫ ∞
−∞
d q0W
0ν
ab,AA =
i
2
fabc〈N(p, s)|V νc (0)|N(p, s)〉 , (2.7)
∫ ∞
−∞
d q0W
0ν
ab,V A =
i
2
fabc〈N(p, s)|Aνc (0)|N(p, s)〉 , (2.8)
∫ ∞
−∞
d q0W
0ν
ab,AV =
i
2
fabc〈N(p, s)|Aνc (0)|N(p, s)〉 . (2.9)
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The expectation values of the vector and axial-vector currents are given by
〈N(p, s)|V νc (0)|N(p, s)〉 = ΓNc pν , 〈N(p, s)|Aνc (0)|N(p, s)〉 = mΓ5,Nc sν . (2.10)
In order to compute the sum rules we can choose an infinite momentum frame where
the momenta have the following components
p =
(
P +
m2
2P
,~0⊥, P
)
, q =
(
mν
P
, ~q⊥, 0
)
. (2.11)
so that ν = p·q/m is satisfied. In this frame the longitudinal spin has large components
only. Because s · p = 0, the components of the longitudinal spin can be written as
s =
(
P
m
, 0⊥,
P
m
+
m
2P
)
. (2.12)
In the limit P →∞ we obtain∫ ∞
−∞
d q0W
00
ab,V V =
∫ ∞
−∞
d q0W
00
ab,AA = P
∫ ∞
−∞
d ν
ν
F2,ab,V V (ν, q
2) ,
∫ ∞
−∞
d q0W
00
ab,AV =
∫ ∞
−∞
d q0W
00
ab,V A = P
∫ ∞
−∞
d ν
ν
g4,ab,AV (ν, q
2) . (2.13)
In this paper we will not discuss the justification of the infinite momentum frame
technique which seems to us rather formal. For more details we refer to [12]. From
Eqs. (2.6)-(2.10), (2.13) we obtain the following results.
∫ 1
−1
d x
x
F2,ab,V V (x, q
2) =
∫ ∞
−∞
d ν
ν
F2,ab,V V (ν, q
2) =
i
2
fabcΓ
N
c ,
∫ 1
−1
d x
x
g4,ab,AV (x, q
2) =
∫ ∞
−∞
d ν
ν
g4,ab,AV (ν, q
2) =
i
2
fabcΓ
5,N
c . (2.14)
The formulae above still do not represent the sum rules since they have to be converted
into integrals over the physical region 0 < x < 1. Since the ETC algebra in Eq. (2.5)
only involves the Lie-algebra structure constants fabc the sum rules can be only derived
for charged current processes. Choosing three flavours i.e. n = 3 the charged currents
admit the following representation
Jµ±(y) =
(
V µ1±i2(y)−Aµ1±i2(y)
)
cos θc +
(
V µ4±i5(y)− Aµ4±i5(y)
)
sin θc , (2.15)
where θc denotes the Cabibbo angle. Further we have introduced the following short-
hand notations
Jµ+ ≡ JµW+ , Jµ− ≡ JµW− , Jµa±ib ≡ Jµa ± i Jµb , (2.16)
so that the corresponding structure tensor reads
W µν± =
1
4π
∫
d4z ei q·z 〈N(p, s)| [Jµ †± (z), Jν±(0)] |N(p, s)〉 . (2.17)
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Further we infer from Eq. (2.15) the property Jµ †± = J
µ
∓. Notice that the current J
µ
+
appears in the process
ν +N → l− +′ X ′ , or l+ +N → ν¯ +′ X ′ , (2.18)
which involves the W+ exchange whereas Jµ− shows up in
ν¯ +N → l+ +′ X ′ , or l− +N → ν +′ X ′ , (2.19)
which proceeds via W− exchange. Substitution of the charged current Eq. (2.15) into
the commutator of currents Eq. (2.17) leads to the result
W µν± = ±4 i cos2 θc(W µν12,V V −W µν12,AV )± 4 i sin2 θc(W µν45,V V −W µν45,AV )
∓4 i sin θc cos θc(W µν24,V V −W µν15,V V −W µν24,AV +W µν15,AV ) . (2.20)
Since the AA-part is equal to the V V -part (see Eq. (2.5)) we do not distinguish them
anymore. The same also holds for the V A-part and the AV -part. From translation
invariance (see Eq. (3.8)) and Jµ †± = J
µ
∓ one can derive
〈N(p, s)| [Jµ †± (z), Jν±(0)] |N(p, s)〉 = −〈N(p, s)| [Jµ †∓ (−z), Jν∓(0)] |N(p, s)〉 , (2.21)
Substitution of the equation above into Eq. (2.2) provides us with the relation
W µν± (p, q, s) = −W µν∓ (p,−q, s) . (2.22)
Hence we have
FW
−N
2 (x, q
2) = FW
+N
2 (−x, q2) , gW
−N
4 (x, q
2) = gW
+N
4 (−x, q2) . (2.23)
We can now derive the following sum rules for three flavours. From the V V -part we
obtain the Adler sum rule∫ 1
−1
d x
x
FW
−N
2 (x, q
2) =
∫ 1
0
d x
x
(
FW
−N
2 (x, q
2)− FW+N2 (x, q2)
)
=
(2 IN3 + 3 Y
N) + cos2 θc (2 I
N
3 − 3 Y N) , (2.24)
where the vector charges (isospin, hypercharge and baryon number) are given by
ΓN3 = 2 I
N
3 , Γ
N
8 =
√
3 Y N , ΓN0 = 3B
N , ΓN6 = 0 , (2.25)
with Y = S +B where S denotes the strangeness of the hadron N .
In the case of polarized scattering we have the following analogue for the Adler sum
rule which follows from the V A-part.∫ 1
−1
d x
x
gW
−N
4 (x, q
2) =
∫ 1
0
d x
x
(
gW
−N
4 (x, q
2)− gW+N4 (x, q2)
)
=
{
− 2 IN3 (F +D)− (3F −D)}+ cos2 θc {−2 IN3 (F +D) + (3F −D)
}
.
(2.26)
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For the axial vector charges we have
Γ5,N3 = 2 I
N
3 (F +D) , Γ
5,N
8 =
1√
3
(3F −D) , Γ5,N6 = 0 , (2.27)
with gA = F + D = 1.254 ± 0.006 and 3F − D = 0.68 ± 0.04. These values follow
from the fact that the hadronic axial-vector current is only partially conserved i.e.
∂µA
µ
c 6= 0. In the case of the proton (p) and the neutron (n) the quantum numbers
above are given by
Ip3 =
1
2
, Bp = 1 , Sp = 0 ,
In3 = −
1
2
, Bn = 1 , Sn = 0 . (2.28)
The most important feature of the two sum rules above is that they are exact and
therefore model independent contrary to the sum rules derived in the next section.
This means that they also hold beyond QCD. For instance the ETC relations in Eq.
(2.5) also holds for bosonic currents. The reason is that at the tip of the light cone
z − y = 0 all ETC relations take the same form irrespective of the origin (bosonic or
fermionic) of the currents. Therefore in QCD the two sum rules have to be obeyed
which implies that they do not receive any power corrections of the type (1/q2)p which
e.g. can be attributed to mass corrections or to higher twist contributions.
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3 Light cone current algebra
In this section we derive the sum rules which hold when the currents are expressed
into fermionic fields. This happens in QCD where the fermions are represented by the
quarks. According to the hypothesis made in [17], [18] (see also [26]) the (axial-) vector
currents satisfy the following light-cone algebra
[V µa (z), V
ν
b (y)] =
(z−y)2→0
[Aµa(z), A
ν
b (y)] =
(z−y)2→0
−1
2
∂λ∆(z − y)
[
i sµνλσfabc {Vσc(z, y) + Vσc(y, z)}
+sµνλσdabc {Vσc(z, y)− Vσc(y, z)}
−ǫµνλσfabc {Aσc(z, y)− Aσc(y, z)}
+i ǫµνλσdabc {Aσc(z, y) + Aσc(y, z)}
]
, (3.1)
[Aµa(z), V
ν
b (y)] =
(z−y)2→0
[V µa (z), A
ν
b (y)] =
(z−y)2→0
−1
2
∂λ∆(z − y)
[
i sµνλσfabc {Aσc(z, y) + Aσc(y, z)}
+sµνλσdabc {Aσc(z, y)−Aσc(y, z)}
−ǫµνλσfabc {Vσc(z, y)− Vσc(y, z)}
+i ǫµνλσdabc {Vσc(z, y) + Vσc(y, z)}
]
. (3.2)
Here Vσc(z, y) and Aσc(z, y) represent the bilocal vector and axial-vector currents re-
spectively. Furthermore one has only kept the most singular pieces on the right-hand
side which contribute to the light cone behaviour of the commutators. Therefore sub-
leading terms, originating from mass corrections or higher twist contributions, are
neglected. Another feature is the appearance of the symmetric structure constants dabc
which are defined by {λa, λb} = 2 dabc λc where dab0 = 2n δab (see below Eq. (2.5)). The
causal function ∆(z − y) appearing in the expressions above is given by
i∆(z − y) = 1
(2π)3
∫
d4p ǫ(p0) δ(p2) e−ip·(z−y) , (3.3)
which has the properties
∆(z − y) = 0 for (z − y)2 < 0 , ∂zλ∆(z − y) = −gλ0δ(3)(~z − ~y) . (3.4)
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The current commutator algebra in Eqs. (3.1), (3.2) is satisfied by the free field bilocal
currents
V µa (z, y) = ψ¯(z)γ
µ λa
2
ψ(y) , Aµa(z, y) = ψ¯(z)γ
µγ5
λa
2
ψ(y) . (3.5)
Hence the local hermitian currents are obtained from the bilocal ones via the relations
V µa (z) ≡ V µa (z, z) , Aµa(z) ≡ Aµa(z, z) , (3.6)
where ψ(z) represents the mass-less free Dirac field. From the current algebra in Eqs.
(3.1), (3.2) one can express the structure functions in Eq. (2.3) into Fourier transforms
of the bilocal currents for (z − y)2 = 0 provided one takes the Bjorken limit given
by −q2 → ∞ with x = −q2/2p · q is fixed. The procedure starts by sandwiching the
commutators between the hadronic state |N(p, s)〉 so that the expectation values of
the bilocal currents can be written as
〈N(p, s) | V σc (z, 0) + V σc (0, z) | N(p, s)〉 = 2 pσ V 1c (z2, z · p) + 2 i zσ V 2c (z2, z · p) ,
〈N(p, s) | V σc (z, 0)− V σc (0, z) | N(p, s)〉 = 2 pσ V¯ 1c (z2, z · p) + 2 i zσ V¯ 2c (z2, z · p) ,
〈N(p, s) | Aσc (z, 0) + Aσc (0, z) | N(p, s)〉 = 2 sσmA1c(z2, z · p)
−2 i pσ z · smA2c(z2, z · p)
+2 zσ z · smA3c(z2, z · p) ,
〈N(p, s) | Aσc (z, 0)− Aσc (0, z) | N(p, s)〉 = 2 sσmA¯1c(z2, z · p)
−2 i pσ z · sm A¯2c(z2, z · p)
+2 zσ z · sM A¯3c(z2, z · p) . (3.7)
Under translation invariance the bilocal currents transform like
e−i Pˆ ·z Jµc (0, z) e
i Pˆ ·z = Jµc (−z, 0) , J = V,A , (3.8)
from which one can derive the following relations
V 1c (z
2,−z · p) = V 1c (z2, z · p) , V 2c (z2,−z · p) = −V 2c (z2, z · p) ,
V¯ 1c (z
2,−z · p) = −V¯ 1c (z2, z · p) , V¯ 2c (z2,−z · p) = V¯ 2c (z2, z · p) ,
Akc (z
2,−z · p) = Akc (z2, z · p) , k = 1, 3 A2c(z2,−z · p) = −A2c(z2, z · p) ,
A¯kc (z
2,−z · p) = −A¯kc (z2, z · p) , k = 1, 3 A¯2c(z2,−z · p) = A¯2c(z2, z · p) ,
(3.9)
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After insertion of the commutator algebra Eqs. (3.1), (3.2) into expression (2.2) one
can compute the structure tensors which satisfy the relations W µν,V Vab = W
µν,AA
ab and
W µν,AVab = W
µν,V A
ab . Here the superscripts V V , AA, AV , V A indicate the type of cur-
rents which appear in the commutators above. A straightforward calculation provides
us with the following structure functions
2 xF V V1,ab(x, q
2) = F V V2,ab(x, q
2) =
x
2
(
i fabc V
1
c (x) + dabc V¯
1
c (x)
)
,
FAV3,ab(x, q
2) = −1
2
(
i fabc V¯
1
c (x) + dabc V
1
c (x)
)
,
F V V4,ab(x, q
2) = F V V5,ab(x, q
2) = 0 ,
gV V1,ab(x, q
2) =
i
4
fabc
(
A¯1c(x) +
∂A¯2c(x)
∂x
)
+
1
4
dabc
(
A1c(x) +
∂A2c(x)
∂x
)
,
gV V2,ab(x, q
2) = − i
4
fabc
∂A¯2c(x)
∂x
− 1
4
dabc
∂A2c(x)
∂x
,
gAV3,ab(x, q
2) =
i
2
fabc
(
xA1c(x)− A2c(x)
)
+
1
2
dabc
(
x A¯1c(x)− A¯2c(x)
)
,
2 x gAV5,ab(x, q
2) = gAV4,ab(x, q
2) =
i
x
2
fabc
(
A1c(x) +
∂A2c(x)
∂x
)
+
x
2
dabc
(
A¯1c(x) +
∂A¯2c(x)
∂x
)
,
gV V6,ab(x, q
2) = − i
4
fabc
(
x A¯1c(x)− A¯2c(x)
)
− 1
4
dabc
(
xA1c(x)−A2c(x)
)
,
gAV7,ab(x, q
2) = 0 ,
x gAV9,ab(x, q
2) = −x gAV8,ab(x, q2) =
i
4
fabc
(
xA1c(x) + A
2
c(x)
)
+
1
4
dabc
(
x A¯1c(x) + A¯
2
c(x)
)
, (3.10)
where we have defined
Jkc (x) =
1
2π
∫ ∞
−∞
dz · p e−i x p·z Jkc (0, p · z) , x = −
q2
2p · q ,
Jkc (0, p · z) =
∫ 1
−1
dx ei x p·z Jkc (x) , J = V, V¯ , A, A¯ . (3.11)
Because of Eqs. (3.1), (3.2) one can identify F V Vi,ab = F
AA
i,ab and F
AV
i,ab = F
V A
i,ab . The
same relations hold for the polarized structure functions gi,ab. As we will see later
on these relations are also preserved in lowest order perturbation theory except for g6
which turns out to depend on the mass assignment of the quarks in the Born reaction.
In the above relations we have neglected all sub-leading terms which vanish in the
Bjorken limit −q2 → ∞ like 1/q2. In this limit F4, F5, g7 vanish and the matrix
elements V 2c , V¯
2
c , A
3
c , A¯
3
c do not appear in the structure functions. Another feature
is that the currents are composed of fermionic (spin half) fields (see Eq. (3.5)) which
leads to the Callan-Gross relations 2xF1 = F2 [27] and 2xg5 = g4 [28] in Eq. (3.10).
Furthermore one infers from Eq. (3.10) that the unpolarized structure functions Fi
(i = 1, 2, 4, 5) and the polarized structure functions g1, g2, g6 only receive contributions
from the commutators [V, V ] and [A,A] (parity conserving) whereas the quantities F3
and gi (i = 3, 4, 5, 7, 8, 9) are determined by the commutators [A, V ] and [V,A] (parity
violating) only. Further in the Bjorken limit only (leading) twist two contributions
survive in the expressions for the structure functions Fi (i = 1− 3) and gi (i = 1, 4, 5)
whereas the structure functions g2, g3, g6. also receive twist three contributions. For
an analysis see e.g. [14], [15]. We did a similar analysis for g8, g9 and found that
these quantities are of twist three only. Notice that the latter structure functions do
not show up in the cross section (see below Eq. (2.4)) when the masses of the leptons
can be neglected. Hence from Eq. (3.10) one can conclude that the following matrix
elements are of twist two
V 1c (x) , A
1
c(x) +
∂A2c(x)
∂x
,
V¯ 1c (x) , A¯
1
c(x) +
∂A¯2c(x)
∂x
. (3.12)
For the moment we only limit ourselves to the structure functions which receive con-
tributions of twist two only and postpone the discussion of the other ones to the end
of this section. From Eq. (3.9) one can derive the properties
V 1c (−x) = V 1c (x) , V 2c (−x) = −V 2c (x) ,
V¯ 1c (−x) = −V¯ 1c (x) , V¯ 2c (−x) = V¯ 2c (x) ,
Akc (−x) = Akc (x) , k = 1, 3 , A2c(−x) = −A2c(x) ,
A¯kc (−x) = −A¯kc (x) , k = 1, 3 , A¯2c(z2,−x) = A¯2c(x) . (3.13)
Like in the previous section we choose three flavours for our computations so that
one gets the representation for the charged current in Eq. (2.15). For this choice the
structure tensor in Eq. (2.17) becomes equal to
W µν± = 2 cos
2 θc
(
W µν11,V V + W
µν
22,V V + 2 iW
µν
[12],V V −W µν11,AV −W µν22,AV
∓2 iW µν[12],AV
)
+ 2 sin2 θc
(
W µν44,V V +W
µν
55,V V ± 2 iW µν[45],V V −W µν44,AV
13
−W µν55,AV ∓ 2 iW µν[45],AV
)
+ 4 sin θc cos θc(W
µν
{14},V V +W
µν
{25},V V ∓ iW µν[24],V V
±iW µν[15],V V −W µν{14},AV −W µν{25},AV ± iW µν[24],AV ∓ iW µν[15],AV
)
, (3.14)
with the definitions
W µν{ab},V V =
1
2
(
W µνab,V V +W
µν
ba,V V
)
,
W µν[ab],V V =
1
2
(
W µνab,V V −W µνba,V V
)
. (3.15)
From the equations above one can derive the charged current structure functions which
are equal to
FW
+N
2 (x)/x = cos
2 θc
[4
3
V¯ 10 (x) +
2
3
√
3 V¯ 18 (x)− 2 V 13 (x)
]
+ sin2 θc
[4
3
V¯ 10 (x)
+V¯ 13 (x)−
1
3
√
3 V¯ 18 (x)− V 13 (x)−
√
3V 18 (x)
]
+2 sin θc cos θc
[
V¯ 16 (x) + V
1
6 (x)
]
. (3.16)
The structure function FW
−N
2 is obtained from F
W+N
2 by V
1
a → −V 1a .
FW
+N
3 (x) = cos
2 θc
[4
3
V 10 (x) +
2
3
√
3 V 18 (x)− 2 V¯ 13 (x)
]
+ sin2 θc
[4
3
V 10 (x)
+V 13 (x)−
1
3
√
3 V 18 (x)− V¯ 13 (x)−
√
3 V¯ 18 (x)
]
+2 sin θc cos θc
[
V 16 (x) + V¯
1
6 (x)
]
. (3.17)
The structure function FW
−N
3 is obtained from F
W+N
3 by V¯
1
a → −V¯ 1a .
gW
+N
1 (x) = cos
2 θc
[2
3
(
A10(x) +
∂A20(x)
∂x
)
+
1
3
√
3
(
A18(x) +
∂A28(x)
∂x
)
−
(
A¯13(x) +
∂A¯23(x)
∂x
) ]
+ sin2 θc
[2
3
(
A10(x) +
∂A20(x)
∂x
)
+
1
2
(
A13(x) +
∂A23(x)
∂x
)
− 1
6
√
3
(
A18(x) +
∂A28(x)
∂x
)
−1
2
(
A¯13(x) +
∂A¯23(x)
∂x
)
− 1
2
√
3
(
A¯18(x) +
∂A¯28(x)
∂x
) ]
+ sin θc cos θc
[ (
A16(x) +
∂A26(x)
∂x
)
+
(
A¯16(x) +
∂A¯26(x)
∂x
) ]
. (3.18)
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The structure function gW
−N
1 is obtained from g
W+N
1 by A¯
i
a → −A¯ia (i = 1, 2).
gW
+N
4 (x)/x = cos
2 θc
[
− 4
3
(
A¯10(x) +
∂A¯20(x)
∂x
)
− 2
3
√
3
(
A¯18(x) +
∂A¯28(x)
∂x
)
+2
(
A13(x) +
∂A23(x)
∂x
) ]
+ sin2 θc
[
− 4
3
(
A¯10(x) +
∂A¯20(x)
∂x
)
−
(
A¯13(x) +
∂A¯23(x)
∂x
)
+
1
3
√
3
(
A¯18(x) +
∂A¯28(x)
∂x
)
+
(
A13(x) +
∂A23(x)
∂x
)
+
√
3
(
A18(x) +
∂A28(x)
∂x
) ]
−2 sin θc cos θc
[ (
A¯16(x) +
∂A¯26(x)
∂x
)
+
(
A16(x) +
∂A26(x)
∂x
) ]
.(3.19)
The structure function gW
−N
4 is obtained from g
W+N
4 by A
i
a → −Aia (i = 1, 2).
From the definitions of the matrix elements in Eq. (3.11) one can only obtain results
for the following integrals∫ 1
−1
d xV 1c (x) = V
1
c (0, 0) = Γc ,
∫ 1
−1
d xA1c(x) = A
1
c(0, 0) = Γ
5
c ,
∫ 1
−1
d xV¯ 1c (x) = V¯
1
c (0, 0) = 0 ,
∫ 1
−1
d xA¯1c(x) = A¯
1
c(0, 0) = 0 . (3.20)
In order to compute the sum rules which are of the type
∫ 1
0 dx ∆F
N(x, q2) one has to
convert integrals of the form
∫ 1
−1 dx J
k
c (x) into
∫ 1
0 dx J
k
c (x). This is only possible for
the following integrals ∫ 1
−1
dx V 1c (x) =
1
2
∫ 1
0
dx V 1c (x) ,
∫ 1
−1
d x
(
A1c(x) +
∂A2c(x)
∂x
)
=
1
2
∫ 1
0
d xA1c(x) , (3.21)
where we have used the property∫ 1
−1
d x
∂Jkc (x)
∂x
= 0 , J = V, V¯ , A, A¯ . (3.22)
However because of the symmetry properties in Eq. (3.13) we obtain∫ 1
−1
dx V¯ 1c (x) =
∫ 1
0
dx V¯ 1c (x) +
∫ 0
−1
dx V¯ 1c (x) =
∫ 1
0
dx V¯ 1c (x) +
∫ 1
0
dx V¯ 1c (−x)
=
∫ 1
0
dx V¯ 1c (x)−
∫ 1
0
dx V¯ 1c (x) = 0 , (3.23)
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so that one cannot express
∫ 1
0 dx V¯
1
c (x) into
∫ 1
−1 dx V¯
1
c (x). The same holds for
∫ 1
0 d x A¯
1
c(x).
Therefore we can only compute those sum rules when the combination of structure func-
tions can be either expressed into V 1c (x) (unpolarized scattering) or into A
1
c(x)+
∂A2
c
(x)
∂x
(polarized scattering).
Hence for charged current interactions only the following fundamental sum rules can
be derived. They are given by
unpolarized Bjorken sum rule [3]
∫ 1
0
d x
(
FW
−N
1 (x, q
2)− FW+N1 (x, q2)
)
= (IN3 +
3
2
Y N) + cos2 θc (I
N
3 −
3
2
Y N) , (3.24)
Gross Llewellyn Smith sum rule [4]
∫ 1
0
d x
(
FW
−N
3 (x, q
2) + FW
+N
3 (x, q
2)
)
= (2 IN3 − Y N + 4BN) + cos2 θc (−2 IN3 + 3 Y N) . (3.25)
Further we have the polarized analogue of the Bjorken sum rule in Eq. (3.24)∫ 1
0
d x
(
gW
−N
5 (x, q
2)− gW+N5 (x, q2)
)
=
{
− IN3 (F +D)−
1
2
(3F −D)
}
+ cos2 θc
{
− IN3 (F +D) +
1
2
(3F −D)
}
.
(3.26)
Because of the Callan-Gross relation mentioned below Eq. (3.11) the Adler sum rule
in Eq. (2.24) and its polarized analogue in Eq. (2.26) follow automatically from
Eq. (3.24) and Eq. (3.26) respectively. Another important feature is that the Gross-
Llewellyn Smith sum rule is determined by the symmetric structure constants dabc
whereas the other charged current sum rules are determined by the structure constants
fabc of the Lie-algebra of SU(3)F .
For the flavour group SU(4)F (see Appendix A) we obtain four additional sum rules
which are not present in the case of SU(3)F . They are given by∫ 1
0
d x
x
(
FW
±p
2 (x, q
2)− FW±n2 (x, q2)
)
= ∓2 , (3.27)
and 1 ∫ 1
0
d x
x
(
gW
±p
4 (x, q
2)− gW±n4 (x, q2)
)
= ±2 (F ′ +D′) . (3.28)
1Very often Eq. (3.27) is called the Adler sum rule. However this is wrong. The correct one is
given in Eq. (2.24)
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The other two sum rules follow from the Callan-Gross relation [27] and they are ob-
tained from the two above via the replacements F2 → 2xF1 and g4 → 2xg5. Notice
that in the derivation of the expressions above we have used isospin symmetry which
implies V k3,p(x) = −V k3,n(x) and V kc,p(x) = V kc,n(x) for c 6= 3. In the case of SU(3)F ,
the expressions in Eqs. (3.27), (3.28) cannot be derived because the combination of
structure functions still contain quantities of the type V¯ 13 (x), A¯
k
3(x) (k = 1, 2). Finally
note that F ′ and D′ in Eq. (3.28) differ from F and D in Eqs (2.26), (3.26) since the
latter are only measured when we assume a SU(3)F symmetry.
With the help of the light cone algebra we can also derive sum rules for the structure
functions measured in neutral current processes. If we define s = sin θW , c = cos θW ,
where θW denotes the weak angle, the neutral electroweak currents for SU(3)F are
given by
Jµγ (y) = V
µ
γ (y) ,
JµZ(y) = (1− 2 s2) V µγ (y)− Aµγ(y)−
1
3
(
V µ0 (y)−Aµ0 (y)
)
,
with V µγ (y) ≡ V µ3 (y) +
1
3
√
3 V µ8 (y) A
µ
γ(y) ≡ Aµ3 (y) +
1
3
√
3Aµ8 (y) . (3.29)
Substitution of these currents into the hadronic structure tensor in Eq. (2.2) yields the
following results
W µνγγ = W
µν
33,V V +
2
3
√
3W µν{38} +
1
3
W µν88,V V , (3.30)
W µνZZ = 2(1− 2 s2 + 2 s4)
[
W µν33,V V +
2
3
√
3W µν{38},V V +
1
3
W µν88,V V
]
−4
3
(1− s2)
[
W µν{30},V V +
1
3
√
3W µν{80},V V
]
+
2
9
W µν00,V V
−2(1− 2 s2)
[
W µν33,AV +
2
3
√
3W µν{38},AV +
1
3
W µν88,AV
]
+
4
3
(1− s2)
[
W µν{30},AV +
1
3
√
3W µν{80},AV
]
− 2
9
W µν00,AV , (3.31)
W µνγZ+Zγ = 2(1− 2 s2)
[
W µν33,V V +
2
3
√
3W µν{38},V V +
1
3
W µν88,V V
]
− 2
3
[
W µν{30},V V
+
1
3
√
3W µν{80},V V
]
− 2
[
W µν33,AV +
2
3
√
3W µν{38},AV +
1
3
W µν88,AV
]
+
2
3
[
W µν{30},AV +
1
3
√
3W µν{80},AV
]
. (3.32)
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Since the above structure tensor only involve anti-commutators, indicated by {}, the
structure functions are determined by the values for dabc. Let us introduce the following
shorthand notations defined by
Vγ(x) = V
1
3 (x) +
1
3
√
3V 18 (x) ,
Aγ(x) = A
1
3(x) +
∂A23(x)
∂x
+
1
3
√
3
(
A18(x) +
∂A28(x)
∂x
)
,
Vγγ(x) =
4
9
V 10 (x) +
1
3
V 13 (x) +
1
9
√
3 V 18 (x) ,
Aγγ(x) =
4
9
(
A10(x) +
∂A20(x)
∂x
)
+
1
3
(
A13(x) +
∂A23(x)
∂x
)
+
1
9
√
3
(
A18(x) +
∂A28(x)
∂x
)
. (3.33)
The neutral current structure functions read as follows
F γN2 (x) = x V¯γγ(x) , (3.34)
gγN1 (x) =
1
2
Aγγ(x) , (3.35)
F ZN2 (x) = 2 x (1− 2 s2 + 2 s4) V¯γγ(x)−
2
3
x (1− s2) V¯γ(x) + 1
9
x V¯ 10 (x) , (3.36)
F ZN3 (x) = 2 (1− 2 s2) Vγγ(x)−
2
3
(1− s2) Vγ(x) + 1
9
V 10 (x) , (3.37)
gZN1 (x) = (1− 2 s2 + 2 s4)Aγγ(x)−
1
3
(1− s2)Aγ(x)
+
1
18
(
A10(x) +
∂A20(x)
∂x
)
, (3.38)
gZN4 (x) = −2 x (1− 2 s2) A¯γγ(x) +
2
3
x (1− s2) A¯γ(x)
−1
9
x
(
A¯10(x) +
∂A¯20(x)
∂x
)
, (3.39)
F γZ,N2 (x) = 2 x (1− 2 s2) V¯γγ(x)−
1
3
x V¯γ(x) , (3.40)
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F γZ,N3 (x) = 2 Vγγ(x)−
1
3
Vγ(x) , (3.41)
gγZ,N1 (x) = (1− 2 s2)Aγγ(x)−
1
6
Aγ(x) , (3.42)
gγZ,N4 (x) = −2 x A¯γγ(x) +
1
3
x A¯γ(x) . (3.43)
If the proton is replaced by the neutron, the structure functions of the latter are derived
from the former via the substitution J i3 → −J i3 with i = 1, 2 and J = V, V¯ , A, A¯. As
has been mentioned below Eq. (3.23), we can derive sum rules when the structure
functions contain the matrix elements of V 1c (x) and A
1
c(x) +
∂A2
c
(x)
∂x
only. The results
are given by
∫ 1
0
dxF ZN3 (x, q
2) =
3
2
(1− 2 s2)BN − 1
3
s2 (2 IN3 + S
N) , (3.44)
∫ 1
0
dxF γZ,N3 (x, q
2) =
3
2
BN +
1
6
(2 IN3 + S
N) . (3.45)
For the longitudinal spin structure function g1 we obtain∫ 1
0
dx gγN1 (x, q
2) = fSγ + f
NS , (3.46)
∫ 1
0
dx gZN1 (x, q
2) = fSZ − 2 s2(1− 2 s2) fNS , (3.47)
∫ 1
0
dx gγZ,N1 (x, q
2) = fSγZ + (1− 4 s2) fNS , (3.48)
fNS =
1
6
IN3 (F +D) +
1
36
(3F −D) , (3.49)
fSγ =
2
9
Γ5,N0 ,
fSZ = (
4
9
− 8
9
s2 +
8
9
s4) Γ5,N0 ,
fSγZ =
4
9
(1− 2 s2) Γ5,N0 . (3.50)
Here the superscripts S and NS refer to the singlet and non-singlet representations of
the flavour group SU(3)F . Contrary to structure function F3 in Eqs. (3.44), (3.45),
the sum rules for g1 Eqs. (3.46)-(3.48) cannot be expressed into the quantum numbers
of the hadron because Γ5,N0 in Eq. (3.50) is unknown. Expressions (3.46)-(3.48) are
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generalizations of the Ellis-Jaffe sum rule for electro-weak currents which was originally
derived for electro-production [20]. Moreover the singlet axial-vector current Aµ0(y)
leading to the matrix element A10(x) +
∂A2
0
(x)
∂x
in Eq. (3.33) is not conserved due to
the Adler-Bell-Jackiw (ABJ)anomaly [21]. Therefore Γ5,N0 will become scale dependent
when higher order QCD corrections are included. Hence the Ellis-Jaffe sum rule is
non-fundamental and it is no surprise that it is violated experimentally [29]. However
using isospin symmetry one can derive the generalization of the polarized Bjorken sum
rule [2] given by the expressions
∫ 1
0
dx
(
gγp1 (x, q
2)− gγn1 (x, q2)
)
=
1
6
(F +D) , (3.51)
∫ 1
0
dx
(
gZp1 (x, q
2)− gZn1 (x, q2)
)
= −1
3
s2(1− 2 s2) (F +D) , (3.52)
∫ 1
0
dx
(
gγZ,p1 (x, q
2)− gγZ,n1 (x, q2)
)
=
1
6
(1− 4 s2) (F +D) . (3.53)
When in the Bjorken limit the leading contributions are coming from twist two opera-
tors only, the structure functions can be expressed into parton densities which become
scale dependent when higher order QCD corrections are included. Hence one obtains
relations between all bilocal operator matrix elements and the parton densities so
that one can also compute sum rules involving the matrix elements V¯ kc (x) or A¯
k
c (x).
However the integrals
∫ 1
0 dx V¯
k
c (x),
∫ 1
0 dx A¯
k
c (x) can only be computed if one makes
additional model dependent assumptions. Moreover it turns out they receive scaling
violating contributions as e.g. is observed for the Ellis-Jaffe sum rule (see below Eq.
(3.50)). Therefore it is no surprise that the results are very often in disagreement with
experiment as we will show in an example below. Therefore these sum rules will be
called non-fundamental or parton model sum rules. The relations between the bilocal
operator matrix elements and the unpolarized parton densities q(x) are given by
V 13 (x) =
1
2
(
Vu(x)− Vd(x)
)
,
V 18 (x) =
1
2
√
3
(
Vu(x) + Vd(x)− 2 Vs(x)
)
,
V 10 (x) =
1
2
(
Vu(x) + Vd(x) + Vs(x)
)
,
V¯ 13 (x) =
1
2
(
∆u(x)−∆d(x)
)
,
V¯ 18 (x) =
1
2
√
3
(
∆u(x) + ∆d(x)− 2∆s(x)
)
,
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V¯ 10 (x) =
1
2
Σ(x) . (3.54)
Here the non-singlet Vq(x), ∆q(x) and the singlet Σ(x) parton densities are defined by
Vq(x) = q(x)− q¯(x) , ∆q(x) = q(x) + q¯(x)− 1
3
Σ(x) ,
Σ(x) =
∑
q=u,d,s
q(x) + q¯(x) . (3.55)
For the longitudinally polarized parton densities δq(x) we obtain
A13(x) +
∂A23(x)
∂x
=
1
2
(
∆δu(x)−∆δd(x)
)
,
A18(x) +
∂A28(x)
∂x
=
1
2
√
3
(
∆δu(x) + ∆δd(x)− 2∆δs(x)
)
,
A10(x) +
∂A20(x)
∂x
=
1
2
δΣ(x) ,
A¯13(x) +
∂A¯23(x)
∂x
=
1
2
(
Vδu(x)− Vδd(x)
)
,
A¯18(x) +
∂A¯28(x)
∂x
=
1
2
√
3
(
Vδu(x) + Vδd(x)− 2 Vδs(x)
)
,
A¯10(x) +
∂A¯20(x)
∂x
=
1
2
(
Vδu(x) + Vδd(x) + Vδs(x)
)
, (3.56)
with similar notations as in Eq. (3.55) for the polarized quark densities. If one in-
cludes higher order QCD corrections all parton densities will depend on a scale except
if one takes the first moment represented by the integrals of the type
∫ 1
0 dx V
1
c (x)
or
∫ 1
0 dx A
1
c(x). This is because the integrals are related to conserved vector and
axial-vector currents respectively. Hence from Eqs. (3.54), (3.56) it follows that∫ 1
0 dx Vq(x) and
∫ 1
0 dx ∆δq(x) are scale independent This does not hold for
∫ 1
0 dx ∆q(x)
and
∫ 1
0 dx Vδq(x). Here the scale dependence is ruled by an anomalous dimension which
becomes non-vanishing in order α2s (see [30]). This for instance happens in the Gottfried
sum rule [22] given by
∫ 1
0
d x
x
(
F γp2 (x, q
2)− F γn2 (x, q2)
)
=
2
3
∫ 1
0
dx V¯ 13 (x) , (3.57)
where V¯ 13 (x) = (∆u(x) − ∆d(x))/2 (see Eq. (3.54)). Hence this expression acquires
second order QCD corrections containing scaling violating terms. Furthermore the
right-hand side is model dependent because it is not related to the expectation value of
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a conserved (axial-) vector current. Only under certain assumptions i.e. u¯(x) = d¯(x)
the above integral yields 1/3. Because of the scaling violating term and the model
dependence it is no surprise that this result is in disagreement with experiment (see
e.g [31]). Hence one can conclude that all sum rules which cannot be related to the
expectation values of (axial-) vector currents are model dependent and show scaling
violating terms in the perturbation series due to non-vanishing anomalous dimensions.
These sum rules are non-fundamental and they are not suitable as a test of perturbative
QCD. A collection of these parton model sum rules is shown in table 2 of [15].
There is a second class of non-fundamental sum rules which originate from structure
functions which contain besides twist two also twist three contributions. They only
appear in polarized scattering and hold for charged current as well as neutral current
processes. These sum rules can be derived from Eq. (3.10) and Eq. (3.22). The most
well known one is the Burkhardt-Cottingham sum rule given by [23]
∫ 1
0
dx gV V2,ab(x, q
2) =
∫ 1
0
dx gAA2,ab(x, q
2) = 0 . (3.58)
However the sum rule above is not the only one which equals zero. In a similar way
one can also derive that∫ 1
0
dx
(
gAV4,ab(x, q
2)− gAV3,ab(x, q2)
)
= 0 , (3.59)
∫ 1
0
dx
(
2 x gAV5,ab(x, q
2)− gAV3,ab(x, q2)
)
= 0 , (3.60)
yield zero. For charged current interactions where only the expectation value of the
axial vector current shows up one obtains
∫ 1
0
dx
x
(
gAV3,[ab](x, q
2) + 2 x gAV9,[ab](x, q
2)
)
= fabc Γ
5
c , (3.61)
∫ 1
0
dx
x
(
gAV3,[ab](x, q
2)− 2 x gAV8,[ab](x, q2)
)
= fabc Γ
5
c . (3.62)
They look like the expressions derived in Eq. (2.14) and in the next section we will
study whether they receive QCD and power corrections. Notice that the last two sum
rules are hard to measure since they contain the structure functions g8, g9 which do
not show up in the cross section when lepton masses are neglected.
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4 QCD and power corrections to the sum rules
In this section we will discuss how the sum rules derived in the previous section are
modified by QCD and power corrections. We will show that when power corrections
occur the sum rule also receives QCD corrections. This statement only holds for twist
two sum rules. At the end we also discuss sum rules which receive twist three contri-
butions. All sum rules derived in the previous sections can be written as∫ 1
0
dx∆Fi(x, q
2, m2) =
∑
a
ΓNa Ci,q
(
αs(µ
2),
q2
m2
)
+ higher twist . (4.1)
The above form follows from the operator expansion where ΓNa is the expectation value
of a vector current sandwiched between the hadronic state N(p, s) (see Eq. (2.10)). In
the case of an axial-vector current ΓNa is replaced by Γ
5,N
a . The quantity Ci,q denotes
the first moment of the quark non-singlet coefficient function and it contains all QCD
and power corrections of the type m2/q2. Notice that vector currents are conserved so
that they are not renormalized. However axial-vector currents are partially conserved
which means that they receive finite renormalizations. Examples of this phenomenon
are the isospin currents V µ3 and A
µ
3 . The expectation values read
ΓN3 = 2 I
N
3 gV , Γ
5,N
3 = 2 I
N
3 gA . (4.2)
Here we have gV = 1 but gA = F + D 6= 1 (see below Eq. (2.27)). In both cases
ΓNa as well as Γ
5,N
a are scale independent so that all power corrections can be either
attributed to Cq or to higher twist. When the singlet axial-vector current shows up, as
happens for the Ellis-Jaffe sum rule, the corresponding expectation value Γ5,N0 becomes
scale dependent and the coefficient function receives logarithmic corrections [36]. This
is because the symmetry is so badly broken by the ABJ-anomaly [21] that the quantity
Aµ0 will receive infinite renormalizations.
For unpolarized scattering the first moment of the coefficient function, presented
on the right-hand side of Eq. (4.1), is given by
∫ 1
0
dz Fˆi(z, q2, m2) = Γq Ci,q(αs, q
2
m2
) . (4.3)
In the case of polarized scattering we have∫ 1
0
dz gˆi(z, q
2, m2) = Γ5q δCi,q(αs,
q2
m2
) . (4.4)
Here Fˆi and gˆi are the partonic structure functions which depend on the mass m,
virtuality q2 of the vector-boson and the partonic scaling variable z = −q2/2p · q where
p now stands for the momentum of the incoming quark. The partonic quantities are
defined in the same way as the hadronic structure functions in Eq. (2.3) except that the
hadronic currents are replaced by the quark currents. Further we have the properties
Γq = 1 , Γ
5
q =
∞∑
n=0
Γ5,nq
(
αs(µ
2)
4 π
)n
, Γ5,0q = 1 . (4.5)
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The results above follow from quark current conservation and partial conservation of
the quark axial-vector current (∂µA
µ
a 6= 0) which happens if the quark has a mass
m 6= 0. In the case the quark is massless the axial vector is conserved too and we have
Γ5q = 1 in all orders of perturbation theory.
The partonic structure functions are computed from the process
V + q →′ partons′ , with V = γ, Z,W± , (4.6)
where ′partons′ represents all (anti-) quarks and gluons which can be produced in the
final state. Further the general vertex for the coupling of the vector boson V to the
quarks will be denoted by
ΓV,(0)a,µ = −i (vVa + aVa γ5)γµ , V = γ, Z,W , (4.7)
where
v γa = Qa , a
γ
a = 0 ,
vZa = T
3
a − 2 s2wQa , aZa = T 3a ,
vWa = a
W
a = 1 . (4.8)
In the case of the quarks the electroweak charges are equal to
Qa =
2
3
, T a3 =
1
2
, a = u, c, t ,
Qa = −1
3
, T a3 = −
1
2
, a = d, s, b . (4.9)
In this section we aim to compute the coefficient function up to order αs for non-zero
masses of the quarks. We only show explicit results for those structure functions which
show up in the cross section for vanishing lepton masses which means that no formulae
are given for Fˆ4, Fˆ5, gˆ6, gˆ8, gˆ9. In lowest order we have the process
V (q) + q(p, s)→ q(p′) , with p2 = p′2 = m2 , (4.10)
which provides us with the Born approximations to the unpolarized and polarized co-
efficient functions denoted by C(0)i,q and δC(0)i,q respectively. In this paper the calculations
are only performed for neutral current interactions for which p2 = p′2 2. However
the results are such that the conclusions also hold for other mass assignments where
p2 6= p′2 which occurs for charged current processes. There is only one exception. In the
case of the mass assignment in Eq. (4.10) it turns out that gV V6 = 0 whereas g
AA
6 6= 0
which is in disagreement with the result found for the bilocal current algebra in Eq.
(3.10). This is not surprising because the vector current is conserved in contrast to the
2Sum rules for p2 = 0 and p′2 = m2 are treated up to first order in [32]
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axial vector current. We checked that for the choice p2 = m2 and p′2 = 0, where both
currents are not conserved, one obtains the relation gV V6 = g
AA
6 which is in agreement
with Eq. (3.10). For all other structure functions the mass assignment is irrelevant
provided one takes the Bjorken limit. In next order we receive contributions from gluon
bremsstrahlung given by
V (q) + q(p, s)→ q(p′) + g(k) , (4.11)
and the virtual corrections to Eq. (4.10). Because of the infrared divergence appearing
at z = 1 we have to split the integrals in Eqs. (4.3), (4.4) into∫ 1
0
dz Fˆ (1)i,q (z, q2, m2) =
∫ zmax
0
dz FˆHARDi,q (z, q2, m2) +
∫ 1
zmax
dz Fˆi,q(z, q2, m2, λ2)
+
∫ 1
0
dz FˆVIRTi,q (z, q2, m2, λ2) ,
FˆHARDi,q (z, q2, m2) ≡ Fˆi,q(z, q2, m2, 0) ,
zmax =
−q2
−q2 + 2 m ω , with ω ≪ m, (4.12)
with a similar expression for Eq. (4.4). Here we have introduced a gluon mass λ in
order to regularize the infrared divergence. The computation of the hard gluon, soft
gluon and virtual gluon part of the structure functions proceed in the same way as
outlined in [33] where the calculation was carried out for −q2 ≫ m2. The computation
of the hard gluon part FHARDi is straightforward and the results are given in Appendix
B. The soft gluon integral is given by∫ 1
zmax
dz Fˆi,q(z, q2, m2, λ2) = SSOFT(q2, m2, λ2, ω) C(0)i,q , (4.13)
where SSOFT is given by
SSOFT = − αs
8π2
CF
∫ ω
0
d3k
k0
(
m2
(p · k)2 +
m2
(p′ · k)2 −
2p · p′
(p · k)(p′ · k)
)
, (4.14)
and CF denotes the colour factor which in QCD equals to 4/3. For λ
2 ≪ 2mω ≪ m2
one obtains the result
SSOFT =
αs
4π
CF
[
− 2 ln
(
4ω2
λ2
)
+ 2− 4m
2 − 2q2√
q4 − 4m2q2
{
− ln
(
4ω2
λ2
)
ln(t)
−2Li2
(
1
t
)
− 2Li2
(
−1
t
)
− 3 ln2(t)− ln(t) + 2 ln(t) ln(t− 1)
+2 ln(t) ln(t + 1) + ζ(2)
}]
,
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t =
√
q4 − 4m2q2 − q2√
q4 − 4m2q2 + q2 . (4.15)
Here Li2(z) denotes the dilogarithm which is defined in [34]. The virtual gluon part is
obtained from the order αs corrected vector-boson quark vertex given by
ΓV,(1)q,µ = −i
[
γµ(1 +R1) vVq + γ5γµ(1 +R1 + 2R2) aVq
+
(pµ + p
′
µ)
2m
R2 vVq + γ5
qµ
2m
R3 aVq
]
. (4.16)
For λ2 ≪ m2 the functions Ri become equal to
R1 = αs
4π
CF
[(
4m2 − 2q2√
q4 − 4m2q2 ln(t)− 2
)
ln
(
λ2
m2
)
− 4− 3
√
q4 − 4m2q2
q2
ln(t)
+
4m2 − 2q2√
q4 − 4m2q2
{
3
2
ln2(t)− 2 ln(t) ln(t + 1) + 2Li2
(
−1
t
)
+ ζ(2)
}]
,
R2 = αs
4π
CF
[
− 4m
2
√
q4 − 4m2q2 ln(t)
]
,
R3 = αs
4π
CF
[
−
(
3− 4m
2
q2
)
4m2√
q4 − 4m2q2 ln(t)−
8m2
q2
]
. (4.17)
The above expressions also provide us with the renormalization constants of the vector
and axial vector current since
iΓVq,µ(q) = v
V
q 〈q(p′, s) | Vµ | q(p, s)〉 − aVq 〈q(p′, s) | Aµ | q(p, s)〉 . (4.18)
For p = p′ or q2 = 0 we obtain
Γq = 1 +R1 +R2 = 1 , Γ5q = 1 +R1 + 2R2 = 1−
αs(µ
2)
4 π
CF
{
2
}
. (4.19)
The computation of FˆVIRTi,q proceeds in the same way as for the Born approximations
F (0)i,q . Since they are all proportional to δ(1 − z) the integral in Eq. (4.12) becomes
trivial. After adding this result to the soft gluon integral in Eq. (4.13) the infrared
regulator λ will be cancelled. The resulting expression is given by
T S+Vi,q = SSOFT(q2, m2, λ2, ω) C(0)i,q +
∫ 1
0
dz FˆVIRTi,q (z, q2, m2, λ2) . (4.20)
Using the expressions for FˆHARDi,q in Appendix B one can now compute the first integral
on the right-hand side in Eq. (4.12). After taking the limit ω → 0 we obtain the
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following sum rules
C1,q =
∫ 1
0
dzFˆ1,q(z, q2, m2) =
vV1q v
V2
q
[
1
2
+
αs(µ
2)
4π
CF
{(
− 12 + 4q
6
(m2 + q2)3
− 6q
4
(m2 + q2)2
+
5q2
(m2 + q2)
)
ln
t− 1√
t
+
1√
q4 − 4m2q2
(
16m2 − 5q2
)
ln(t)
− 2q
4
(m2 + q2)2
+
2q2
(m2 + q2)
+
(
6m2 − q
2
2
)
J
}]
+aV1q a
V2
q
[
1
2
(
1− 4m
2
q2
)
+
αs(µ
2)
4π
CF
{(
− 32 + 32m
2
q2
+
4q6
(m2 + q2)3
− 10q
4
(m2 + q2)2
+
25q2
(m2 + q2)
)
ln
t− 1√
t
+
1√
q4 − 4m2q2
(
28m2 − 7q2
)
ln(t)− 2− 2q
4
(m2 + q2)2
−8m
2
q2
+
4q2
(m2 + q2)
−
(
16m4
q2
− 16m2 + q
2
2
)
J
}]
=
−q2≫m2
vV1q v
V2
q
[
1
2
+
αs(µ
2)
4π
CF
{
− 1−
(
m2
−q2
)(
37
9
+
10
3
ln
(
m2
−q2
))}]
+aV1q a
V2
q
[
1
2
+
αs(µ
2)
4π
CF
{
− 1−
(
m2
−q2
)(
91
9
− 26
3
ln
(
m2
−q2
))}]
, (4.21)
C(1)2,q =
∫ 1
0
dz
z
Fˆ2(z, q2, m2) = vV1q vV2q + aV1q aV2q (4.22)
C3,q =
∫ 1
0
dzFˆ3(z, q2, m2) =
(
vV1q a
V2
q + a
V1
q v
V2
q
) [
1 +
αs(µ
2)
4π
CF
{(
− 16 + 2q
2
m2
+
2q4
(m2 + q2)2
− 2q
2
(m2 + q2)
)
ln
t− 1√
t
+
1√
q4 − 4m2q2
(
24m2 +
q4
m2
−10q2
)
ln(t)− 4− q
2
(m2 + q2)
+ 8m2J
}]
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=
−q2≫m2
(
vV1q a
V2
q + a
V1
q v
V2
q
) [
1 +
αs(µ
2)
4π
CF
{
− 3 +
(
m2
−q2
)(
− 4
−3 ln
(
m2
−q2
))}]
, (4.23)
δC1,q =
(
Γ5q
)−1 ∫ 1
0
dzgˆ1(z, q
2, m2) = vV1q v
V2
q
[
1
2
+
αs(µ
2)
4π
CF
{(
− 8− q
2
m2
+
q2
2(m2 + q2)
)
ln
t− 1√
t
+
1√
q4 − 4m2q2
(
14m2 − q
4
2m2
− 5q
2
2
)
ln(t)
−1 +
(
4m2 +
q2
4
)
J
}]
+aV1q a
V2
q
[
1
2
+
αs(µ
2)
4π
CF
{(
− q
2
m2
+
2q4
(m2 + q2)2
+
q2
2(m2 + q2)
)
ln
t− 1√
t
+
1√
q4 − 4m2q2
(
−2m2 − q
4
2m2
+
5q2
2
)
ln(t)
− q
2
(m2 + q2)
+
q2
4
J
}]
=
−q2≫m2
vV1q v
V2
q
[
1
2
+
αs(µ
2)
4π
CF
{
− 3
2
+
(
m2
−q2
)(
5
9
− 11
6
ln
(
m2
−q2
))}]
+aV1q a
V2
q
[
1
2
+
αs(µ
2)
4π
CF
{
− 3
2
−
(
m2
−q2
)(
22
9
+
11
6
ln
(
m2
−q2
))}]
,(4.24)
δC4,q =
(
Γ5q
)−1 ∫ 1
0
dz
z
gˆ4(z, q
2, m2) = −
(
vV1q a
V2
q + a
V1
q v
V2
q
)
, (4.25)
δC5,q =
(
Γ5q
)−1 ∫ 1
0
dzgˆ5(z, q
2, m2) =
(
vV1q a
V2
q + a
V1
q v
V2
q
) [
− 1
2
+
αs(µ
2)
4π
CF
{
(
8− q
4
(m2 + q2)2
+
3q2
2(m2 + q2)
)
ln
t− 1√
t
+
1√
q4 − 4m2q2
(
− 14m2
+
7
2
q2
)
ln(t) + 2 +
q2
2(m2 + q2)
−
(
4m2 +
3q2
4
)
J
}]
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=
−q2≫m2
(
vV1q a
V2
q + a
V1
q v
V2
q
) [
− 1
2
+
αs(µ
2)
4π
CF
{
1 +
(
m2
−q2
)(
4
3
+2 ln
(
m2
−q2
))}]
, (4.26)
where the integral J is defined as
J =
∫ ∞
m2
dsˆ
1
λ
1
2 (sˆ−m2 − q2) ln
(
sˆ +m2 − q2 −√λ
sˆ+m2 − q2 +√λ
)
=
1
2m
√−q2
[
− 4Li2
(
1−√t
)
− 4Li2
(
−√t
)
+ 2Li2
(
−t− 1√
t
)
−2Li2
(
1−
√
t
t− 1
)
− 2 ln(t) ln(1 +
√
t) +
1
4
ln2(t)− ln2(t− 1)
− ln(t) ln(t+
√
t− 1) + 2 ln(t− 1) ln(t +
√
t− 1)− 4ζ(2)
]
. (4.27)
The result for C3,q in Eq. (4.23) and the vector-vector part of δC1,q in Eq. (4.24) is
already presented in [35]. The reason that the sum rules in Eqs. (4.22), (3.25) do not
receive order αs corrections is a consequence of the ETC algebra presented in Eq. (2.5).
This is because the order αs coefficient functions are the same for charged current as
well as neutral current interactions. However in next order this property does not hold
anymore. From [36], [37] one can infer that the coefficient functions are different due to
the sign of the contributions coming from processes with equal quarks in the final state
given by the reaction V + q → q + q + q¯. It turns out that sum rules corresponding to
charged current interactions interactions do not receive order α2s corrections which is
the case for the Adler sum rule in Eq. (2.24) and its polarized analogue in Eq. (2.26).
Notice that this statement is verified for m = 0 but it has to hold for m 6= 0 as well.
However for the neutral current sum rules like the Gottfried sum rule in Eq. (3.57)
one obtains order α2s corrections which even contain scaling violating terms of the type
ln−q2/m2 which have to be absorbed in Γq (see also below Eq. (3.57)). Therefore
one should be careful in drawing to premature conclusions about the vanishing of the
order αs corrections to sum rules. From the computations above we also observe that
if a sum rule gets order αs corrections it also receives power corrections and vice versa.
These power corrections are of the type m2/q2 and they are a signature of higher twist
contributions. Further in the limit m → 0 we have the following relations which hold
up to order α2s (see [5], [6], [36], [37])
C1,q = δC5,q , C3,q = δC1,q . (4.28)
These relations are broken in order α3s . In [6] one has found that in this order C3,q 6=
δC1,q. Probably this also holds for C1,q, δC5,q although the third order result for the
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latter is not known yet. We also want to emphasize that the correct expressions for the
coefficient functions are only obtained if the renormalization of the axial-vector current
given by Γ5q is taken into account. This is sometimes forgotten in the literature (see e.g.
[35], [38]). Hence it is incorrect to conclude that in the limit −q2 ≫ m2 the polarized
coefficient functions δCi,q depend on the choice of the mass i.e. m = 0 versus m 6= 0.
In the case m = 0, where Γ5q = 1 (see the remark below Eq. (4.5)), one can identify
the first moments of the partonic structure function and the coefficient functions but
for m 6= 0 this is not allowed. Another remark we want to make is that one should be
careful with n-dimensional regularization when the γ5 matrix is present. There exist
prescriptions which break the conservation of the non-singlet axial-vector current. To
restore the Ward identities one needs an additional renormalization constant which is
the analogue of Γ5q introduced in the equations above. In this case the renormalization
constant can even become infinite (see e.g. [6]).
Next we discuss the sum rules, derived at the end of section 3, which also involve
leading twist three contributions. The first one is the Burkhardt-Cottingham sum rule
[23] in Eq. (3.58) Using Eqs. (B.5) and (B.16) one obtains up to order αs∫ 1
0
dz gˆ2(z, q
2, m2) = 0 . (4.29)
This result was already checked for the vector-vector part in the context of QED in
[39] (see also [40], [41]). In this paper we have shown that it also holds for the axial-
vector-axial-vector part. The second sum rule presented in Eq. (3.59) also yields zero
up to next to leading order∫ 1
0
dz
(
gˆ4(z, q
2, m2)− gˆ3(z, q2, m2)
)
= 0 . (4.30)
Therefore the result obtained for the Burkhardt-Cottingham sum rule is not unique.
On the other hand the sum rule in (see Eq. (3.60)) is non-vanishing since it receives
order αs contributions.∫ 1
0
dz
(
2 z gˆ5(z, q
2, m2)− gˆ3(z, q2, m2)
)
=
(
vV1q a
V2
q + a
V1
q v
V2
q
) αs(µ2)
4π
CF
[(
− 29q
2
2m2
− 17q
2
2(m2 + q2)
+
7q4
(m2 + q2)2
− 4q
6
(m2 + q2)3
)
×ln t− 1√
t
+
1√
q4 − 4m2q2
(
− 13q
4
2m2
+ 12m2 + 23q2
)
ln(t)− 8− 3q
2
2m2
− 5q
2
2(m2 + q2)
+
2q4
(m2 + q2)2
+
(
3q4
4m2
+
23q2
2
)
J
]
=
−q2≫m2
(
vV1q a
V2
q + a
V1
q v
V2
q
) αs(µ2)
4π
CF
[
4
3
+
(
m2
−q2
)(
1124
225
+
76
15
ln
(
m2
−q2
))]
. (4.31)
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Finally we also present the lowest order corrections to the sum rules given in Eqs.
(3.61), (3.62). The former receives higher order corrections and it reads
(Γ5q)
−1
∫ 1
0
dz
z
(
gˆ3(z, q
2, m2) + 2 z gˆ9(z, q
2, m2)
)
=
−2
(
vV1q a
V2
q + a
V1
q v
V2
q
) [
1 +
αs(µ
2)
4π
CF
{(
− 8 + 2q
4
(m2 + q2)2
)
ln
t− 1√
t
+
1√
q4 − 4m2q2
(
8m2 − 3q2
)
ln(t) +
m2
(m2 + q2)
+ 4m2J
}]
=
−q2≫m2
−2
(
vV1q a
V2
q + a
V1
q v
V2
q
) [
1 +
αs(µ
2)
4π
CF
{
3m2
q2
}]
. (4.32)
On the other hand the sum rule in Eq. (3.62) does not get any corrections and it reads
(Γ5q)
−1
∫ 1
0
dz
z
(
gˆ3(z, q
2, m2)− 2 z gˆ8(x, q2, m2)
)
= −2
(
vV1q a
V2
q + a
V1
q v
V2
q
)
. (4.33)
One observes a similarity in behaviour between the sum rules in Eqs. (4.25) and Eqs.
(4.33) which also holds for Eqs. (4.26) and (4.32). The reason for the vanishing of the
first order contributions to the sum rules in Eqs. (4.29), (4.30), (4.33) is rather obscure.
Probably it is the consequence of a super-convergence relation. Suppose the forward
Compton scattering amplitude ∆T (ν, q2, m2) (ν = p · q/m) behaves asymptotically like
ν−1−a with a > 0 then it satisfies the unsubtracted dispersion relation
∆T (ν, q2, m2) =
1
π
∫ ∞
−q2/2m
dν ′
∆F (ν ′, q2, m2)
ν ′ − ν ,
∆F (ν, q2, m2) = Im∆T (ν, q2, m2) , (4.34)
where the symbol ∆ denotes a combination of amplitudes or structure functions. Tak-
ing the limit ν →∞ provides us with the super convergence relation
∫ 1
0
dx
x2
∆F (x, q2, m2) = 0 , (4.35)
In the derivation of the formula above we have used the substitution ν = −q2/2mx.
If we take ∆F = gˆ2/ν
2 and ∆F = (gˆ4 − gˆ3)/ν2, Eqs. (4.29) and (4.30) follow auto-
matically. Apparently ∆T satisfies the requirement for the asymptotic behaviour given
above. In a similar way one can take ∆F = (gˆ
(1)
3 − 2 x gˆ(1)8 )/ν leading to the vanishing
of the order αs correction in Eqs. (4.33). However there is no general argument in
quantum field theory that this behaviour persists in all orders. In fact the non-zero
contributions in Eqs. (4.31), (4.32) already indicate that the reasons behind the ex-
istence of the super convergence relation are obscure. The only argument is given by
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the ETC algebra in Eq. (2.5) which predicts that the Adler sum rule Eq. (2.24) and
its polarized analogue in Eq. (2.26) do not receive any higher order corrections.
Summarizing our findings we conclude that there exist two type of sum rules which,
because of their origin, are called fundamental and non-fundamental sum rules. The
former are related to expectation values of conserved currents or partially conserved
axial-vector currents which are sandwiched between hadronic states. The ones which
originate from the equal time current (ETC) algebra are independent of the nature
of the (axial-) vector currents and they do not receive higher order contributions in
perturbation theory or power corrections. The other ones only hold for fermionic
currents characteristic of QCD and they receive QCD as well as power corrections. Both
types provide us with stringent tests for QCD. The non-fundamental sum rules which
originate from the leading twist parton model are unstable against higher order QCD
corrections at least from second order in αs onwards. They receive scaling violating
terms which indicates that they are heavily broken. Also non-fundamental are those
sum rules which appear in polarized scattering and contain twist three contributions.
One of them is the Burkhardt-Cottingham sum rule, derived for the polarized structure
function g2, which vanishes up to first order for the vector current as well as axial-vector
current. However this sum rule is not unique since this property also holds for other
structure functions. In quantum field theory the origin of this property is still obscure
and we do not know whether the corrections to these sum rules will vanish in higher
order.
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A Appendix A
In this section we present the sum rules in the case of four flavours i.e. SU(4)F . For
this group the charged current in Eq. (2.16) becomes equal to
Jµ±(y) =
(
V µ1±i2(y)− Aµ1±i2(y) + V µ13∓i14(y)−Aµ13∓i14(y)
)
cos θc
+
(
V µ4±i5(y)− Aµ4±i5(y)− V µ11∓i12(y) + Aµ11∓i12(y)
)
sin θc . (A.1)
Using the infinite momentum frame technique the Adler sum rule equals
∫ 1
0
d x
x
(
FW
−N
2 (x,Q
2)− FW+N2 (x,Q2)
)
= 4 IN3 + 2S
N + 2CN , (A.2)
and for polarized scattering we obtain
∫ 1
0
d x
x
(
gW
−N
4 (x,Q
2)− gW+N4 (x,Q2)
)
= −4 IN3 (F ′ +D′)− 2F ′
+
2
3
(D′ + 2E) . (A.3)
In the formulae above the vector charges (see Eq. (2.25) are given by
ΓN3 = 2 I
N
3 , Γ
N
8 =
√
3 (BN + SN − 1
3
CN) , ΓN15 =
1
2
√
6 (BN − 4
3
CN) ,
ΓN0 = 3B
N , (A.4)
where CN denotes the quantum number for charm. The axial-vector charges (see Eq.
(2.27)) are equal to
Γ5,N3 = 2 I
N
3 (F
′ +D′) , Γ5,N8 =
1
3
√
3 (3F ′ −D′) , Γ5,N15 =
1
3
√
6E . (A.5)
Besides E, which emerges from the expectation value 〈N(p, s)|Aµ15(0)|N(p, s)〈 when
the flavour symmetry is given by SU(4), the numerical values for F and D change
from those given for SU(3)F . Therefore we have indicated them by a prime because
the original values were obtained by assuming a SU(3)F symmetry. In the case of the
proton (p) and the neutron (n) the quantum numbers above are given by
Ip3 =
1
2
, Bp = 1 , Sp = 0 , Cp = 0 ,
In3 = −
1
2
, Bn = 1 , Sn = 0 Cn = 0 . (A.6)
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Following the same procedure as in the case of three flavours one can derive from the
light-cone current algebra in Eqs. (3.1), (3.2) the charged current structure functions
for four flavours
FW
+N
2 (x)/x = 2 V¯
1
0 (x)− 2 V 13 (x)−
2
3
√
3V 18 (x) +
2
3
√
6 V 115(x) , (A.7)
FW
+N
3 (x)/x = 2 V
1
0 (x)− 2 V¯ 13 (x)−
2
3
√
3 V¯ 18 (x) +
2
3
√
6 V¯ 115(x) , (A.8)
gW
+N
1 (x) =
(
A10(x) +
∂A20(x)
∂x
)
−
(
A¯13(x) +
∂A¯23(x)
∂x
)
− 1
3
√
3
(
A¯18(x) +
∂A¯28(x)
∂x
)
+
1
3
√
6
(
A¯115(x) +
∂A¯215(x)
∂x
)
, (A.9)
gW
+N
4 (x)/x = −2
(
A¯10(x) +
∂A¯20(x)
∂x
)
+ 2
(
A13(x) +
∂A23(x)
∂x
)
+
2
3
√
3
(
A18(x) +
∂A28(x)
∂x
)
− 2
3
√
6
(
A115(x) +
∂A215(x)
∂x
)
. (A.10)
The structure functions for FW
−p
i and g
W−p
i are obtained in the same way as mentioned
below Eqs. (3.16)-(3.19). The sum rules are given by
unpolarized Bjorken sum rule
∫ 1
0
d x
(
FW
−N
1 (x,Q
2)− FW+N1 (x,Q2)
)
= 2 IN3 + S
N + CN , (A.11)
Gross Llewellyn Smith sum rule
∫ 1
0
d x
(
FW
−N
3 (x,Q
2) + FW
+N
3 (x,Q
2)
)
= 6BN , (A.12)
∫ 1
0
d x
(
gW
−N
5 (x,Q
2)− gW+N5 (x,Q2)
)
= −2 IN3 (F ′ +D′)− F ′
+
1
3
(D′ + 2E) . (A.13)
The neutral current structure functions are given by the same expressions as derived
for SU(3)F in Eqs. (3.34)-(3.43) except that one has to replace the following equations.
The neutral currents in Eq. (3.29) are now given by
V µγ (y) ≡ V µ3 (y) +
1
3
√
3V µ8 (y)−
1
3
√
6V µ15(y) +
1
3
V µ0 (y) ,
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Aµγ(y) ≡ Aµ3 (y) +
1
3
√
3Aµ8 (y)−
1
3
√
6Aµ15(y) +
1
3
Aµ0 (y) , (A.14)
and the formulae in Eq. (3.33) are replaced by
Vγ(x) = V
1
3 (x) +
1
3
√
3V 18 (x)−
1
3
√
6V 18 (x) +
1
3
V 10 (x) ,
Aγ(x) = A
1
3(x) +
∂A23(x)
∂x
+
1
3
√
3
(
A18(x) +
∂A28(x)
∂x
)
− 1
3
√
6
(
A115(x) +
∂A215(x)
∂x
)
+
1
3
(
A10(x) +
∂A20(x)
∂x
)
,
Vγγ(x) =
5
9
V 10 (x) +
1
3
V 13 (x) +
1
9
√
3V 18 (x)−
1
9
√
6 V 115(x) ,
Aγγ(x) =
5
9
(
A10(x) +
∂A20(x)
∂x
)
+
1
3
(
A13(x) +
∂A23(x)
∂x
)
+
1
9
√
3
(
A18(x) +
∂A28(x)
∂x
)
− 1
9
√
6
(
A115(x) +
∂A215(x)
∂x
)
. (A.15)
The sum rules in Eqs. (3.44), (3.45) become for SU(4)F
∫ 1
0
dxF ZN3 (x,Q
2) =
3
2
(1− 2 s2)BN − 1
3
s2 (2 IN3 + S
N + CN) , (A.16)
∫ 1
0
dxF γZ N3 (x,Q
2) =
3
2
BN ++
1
6
(2 IN3 + S
N + CN) . (A.17)
The sum rules for the longitudinal structure function g1 have the same form as in Eqs.
(3.46)-(3.48). However the shorthand notations in Eq. (3.49) read
fNS =
1
6
IN3 (F
′ +D′) +
1
12
F ′ − 1
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(D′ + 2E) ,
fSγ =
5
18
Γ5,N0 ,
fSZ = (
1
2
− s2 + 10
9
s4) Γ5,N0 ,
fSγZ = (
1
2
− 10
9
s2) Γ5,N0 . (A.18)
The bilocal operator matrix elements are expressed into the parton densities in the
same way as presented in Eqs. (3.54), (3.56) except that one has additional matrix
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elements due to the generator λ15 appearing in SU(4). The latter are given by
V 115(x) =
1
2
√
6
(
Vu(x) + Vd(x) + Vs(x)− 3 Vc(x)
)
,
V¯ 115(x) =
1
2
√
6
(
∆u(x) + ∆d(x) + ∆s(x)− 3∆c(x)
)
,
A115(x) +
∂A215(x)
∂x
=
1
2
√
6
(
∆δu(x) + ∆δd(x) + ∆δs(x)− 3∆δc(x)
)
,
A¯115(x) +
∂A¯215(x)
∂x
=
1
2
√
6
(
Vδu(x) + Vδd(x) + Vδs(x)− 3 Vδc(x)
)
. (A.19)
The definitions for the non-singlet and singlet quark densities are changed into
Vq(x) = q(x)− q¯(x) , ∆q(x) = q(x) + q¯(x)− 1
4
Σ(x) ,
Σ(x) =
∑
q=u,d,s,c
q(x) + q¯(x) , (A.20)
with similar notations for the polarized quark densities.
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B Appendix B
In this appendix we only present the results for the structure functions which are
observed in the cross section when the lepton masses are neglected. Therefore we omit
the results for Fi (i = 4, 5) and gi (i = 6 − 9). The order αs contributions to the
integral in Eq. (4.20), coming from the sum of soft and virtual gluon corrections, are
given by
T S+V1,q (z) = CF
[
vV1q v
V2
q RS+V + aV1q aV2q
(
1− 4m
2
q2
)(
RS+V + 2R2
)]
,
(B.1)
T S+V2,q (z) = 2CF
[
vV1q v
V2
q
(
RS+V +R2
)
+ aV1q a
V2
q
(
RS+V + 2R2
)]
, (B.2)
T S+V3,q (z) = 2CF
[(
vV1q a
V2
q + a
V1
q v
V2
q
)(
RS+V +R2
)]
, (B.3)
δT S+V1,q (z) = CF
[
vV1q v
V2
q
(
RS+V + 1
2
R2
)
+ aV1q a
V2
q
(
RS+V + 2R2
)]
, (B.4)
δT S+V2,q (z) = −
q2
8m2
CF
[
vV1q v
V2
q R2 + aV1q aV2q R3
]
, (B.5)
δT S+V3,q (z) = −CF
[(
vV1q a
V2
q + a
V1
q v
V2
q
)(
2RS+V + 3R2 − q
2
4m2
R2
)]
, (B.6)
δT S+V4,q (z) = −CF
[(
vV1q a
V2
q + a
V1
q v
V2
q
)(
2RS+V + 3R2
)]
, (B.7)
δT S+V5,q (z) = −CF
[(
vV1q a
V2
q + a
V1
q v
V2
q
)(
RS+V +R2
)]
, (B.8)
with the definition
RS+V = SSOFT +R1 = αs
4π
CF
[(
4m2 − 2q2√
q4 − 4m2q2 ln(t)− 2
)
ln
(
4ω2
m2
)
+
4m2 − 2q2√
q4 − 4m2q2
{
9
2
ln2(t)− 4 ln(t) ln(t + 1)− 2 ln(t) ln(t− 1)
+2Li2
(
1
t
)
+ 4Li2
(
−1
t
)}
− 2 + 16m
2 − 5q2√
q4 − 4m2q2 ln(t)
]
. (B.9)
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We next present the results of the hard gluon contribution to the partonic structure
functions indicated by FHARDi,q in Eq. (4.12). The results are expressed in terms of
the centre of mass energy squared of the incoming quark and vector boson in Eq.
(4.11) which is denoted by sˆ = (p + q)2. The expressions for the partonic struc-
ture functions are written in such a way that they all start with a common factor
(sˆ−m2 − q2)2/q2 which is cancelled if the integration variable z in Eq. (4.12) is re-
placed by z = −q2/(sˆ−m2 − q2) i.e.
∫ zmax
0
dz FˆHARDi,q (z, q2, m2) =
∫ ∞
m2+2mω
dsˆ
−q2
(sˆ−m2 − q2)2 Fˆ
HARD
i,q (sˆ, q
2, m2) . (B.10)
Further we introduce the shorthand notation
ξ =
sˆ+m2 − q2 −√λ
sˆ+m2 − q2 +√λ , with λ = (sˆ−m
2 − q2)2 − 4m2q2 . (B.11)
The results for FHARDi,q are given by
FˆHARD1,q = vV1q vV2q CF
(sˆ−m2 − q2)2
q2
[{
(4m2 − 2q2) 1
λ
1
2 (sˆ−m2) +
(
− 2m4 + 7m
2q2
2
−q4
)
1
λ
3
2
+
(
2m2 +
q2
2
)
sˆ
λ
3
2
+
(
2m2q2 − q
4
2
)
1
λ
1
2 (sˆ−m2 − q2)2
+
(
−6m2 + q
2
2
)
1
λ
1
2 (sˆ−m2 − q2)
}
ln ξ +
(
− 2q
6
(m2 + q2)3
+
3q4
(m2 + q2)2
− 5q
2
4(m2 + q2)
+
q2
4(m2 − q2)
)
1
sˆ
+
(
− q
6
(m2 + q2)2
+
3q4
2(m2 + q2)
− q
2
2
)
1
sˆ2
+
(
− 2m2 + q
4
4m2
+
q4
(m2 − q2) +
q2
2
)
1
λ
+
(
2− q
2
4m2
− q
2
4(m2 − q2)
)
sˆ
λ
+
4
(sˆ−m2) +
(
− q
6
(m2 + q2)2
+
3q4
2(m2 + q2)
+ 2q2
)
1
(sˆ−m2 − q2)2 +
(
− 6 + q
2
4m2
+
2q6
(m2 + q2)3
− 3q
4
(m2 + q2)2
+
5q2
4(m2 + q2)
)
1
(sˆ−m2 − q2)
]
+aV1q a
V2
q CF
(sˆ−m2 − q2)2
q2
[{(
− 16m
4
q2
+ 12m2 − 2q2
)
1
λ
1
2 (sˆ−m2)
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+(
− 4m4+7m
2q2
2
− q4
)
1
λ
3
2
+
(
4m2 +
q2
2
)
sˆ
λ
3
2
−
(
16m4 +
q4
2
)
× 1
λ
1
2 (sˆ−m2 − q2)2 + (
16m4
q2
− 16m2 + q
2
2
)
1
λ
1
2 (sˆ−m2 − q2)
}
ln ξ
+
(
− 2q
6
(m2 + q2)3
+
5q4
(m2 + q2)2
− 17q
2
4(m2 + q2)
− 3q
2
4(m2 − q2)
)
1
sˆ
+
(
− q
6
(m2 + q2)2
+
3q4
2(m2 + q2)
− q
2
2
)
1
sˆ2
+
(
− 4m2 + q
4
4m2
− 3q
4
(m2 − q2)
−9q
2
2
)
1
λ
+
(
4− q
2
4m2
+
3q2
4(m2 − q2)
)
sˆ
λ
+
(
4− 16m
2
q2
)
1
(sˆ−m2)
+
(
− 16m2 − q
6
(m2 + q2)2
+
7q4
2(m2 + q2)
)
1
(sˆ−m2 − q2)2 +
(
− 8 + 16m
2
q2
+
q2
4m2
+
2q6
(m2 + q2)3
− 5q
4
(m2 + q2)2
+
17q2
4(m2 + q2)
)
1
(sˆ−m2 − q2)
]
, (B.12)
FˆHARD2,q = vV1q vV2q CF
(sˆ−m2 − q2)2
q2
[{
(8m2 − 4q2) 1
λ
1
2 (sˆ−m2) +
(
3m2q2 +
q6
4m2
−27q
4
4
)
1
λ
3
2
+
(
− 12m4q4 + 21m2q6 − 3q8
)
1
λ
5
2
+
(
− q
4
4m2
+ 5q2
)
sˆ
λ
3
2
+(−36m2q4 + 3q6) sˆ
λ
5
2
+
(
− 8m2 + q
4
4m2
− q2
)
1
λ
1
2 (sˆ−m2 − q2)
}
ln ξ
+
(
q6
(m2 − q2)3 −
q4
2(m2 + q2)2
− q
4
(m2 − q2)2 +
3q2
4(m2 + q2)
− 3q
2
4(m2 − q2)
)
1
sˆ
+
(
− q
4
2(m2 + q2)
− q
4
2(m2 − q2)
)
1
sˆ2
+
(
− q
4
4m2
+
4q8
(m2 − q2)3 −
2q6
(m2 − q2)2 −
9q4
2(m2 − q2) + 7q
2
)
1
λ
+
(
− 36m2q4 + 12q
8
(m2 − q2) + 27q
6
)
1
λ2
+
(
q2
4m2
− q
6
(m2 − q2)3
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+
q4
(m2 − q2)2 +
3q2
4(m2 − q2)
)
sˆ
λ
+
(
− 3q
6
(m2 − q2) − 12q
4
)
sˆ
λ2
+
8
(sˆ−m2)
+
(
− 8− q
2
4m2
+
q4
2(m2 + q2)2
− 3q
2
4(m2 + q2)
)
1
(sˆ−m2 − q2)
]
+aV1q a
V2
q CF
(sˆ−m2 − q2)2
q2
[{
(8m2 − 4q2) 1
λ
1
2 (sˆ−m2) −
(
6m2q2 − q
6
4m2
+
31q4
4
)
1
λ
3
2
+
(
− 48m4q4 + 33m2q6 − 3q8
)
1
λ
5
2
+
(
− q
4
4m2
+ 6q2
)
sˆ
λ
3
2
+(−48m2q4 + 3q6) sˆ
λ
5
2
+
(
− 8m2 + q
4
4m2
− 2q2
)
1
λ
1
2 (sˆ−m2 − q2)
}
ln ξ
+
(
− 3q
6
(m2 − q2)3 −
5q4
2(m2 + q2)2
− 9q
4
(m2 − q2)2 +
7q2
4(m2 + q2)
− 23q
2
4(m2 − q2)
)
1
sˆ
+
(
− 5q
4
2(m2 + q2)
+
3q4
2(m2 − q2) + 4q
2
)
1
sˆ2
+
(
− q
4
4m2
− 12q
8
(m2 − q2)3 −
42q6
(m2 − q2)2 −
85q4
2(m2 − q2) − 6q
2
)
1
λ
+
(
− 96m2q4 − 36q
8
(m2 − q2) − 21q
6
)
1
λ2
+
(
q2
4m2
+
3q6
(m2 − q2)3
+
9q4
(m2 − q2)2 +
23q2
4(m2 − q2)
)
sˆ
λ
+
9q6
(m2 − q2)
sˆ
λ2
+
8
(sˆ−m2)
+
(
− 8− q
2
4m2
+
5q4
2(m2 + q2)2
− 7q
2
4(m2 + q2)
)
1
(sˆ−m2 − q2)
]
, (B.13)
FˆHARD3,q =
(
vV1q a
V2
q + a
V1
q v
V2
q
)
CF
(sˆ−m2 − q2)2
2 q2
[{
(16m2 − 8q2) 1
λ
1
2 (sˆ−m2)
+(12m2q2 − 8q4) 1
λ
3
2
+ 4q2
sˆ
λ
3
2
− 16m
2
λ
1
2 (sˆ−m2 − q2)
}
ln ξ +
(
− 2q
4
(m2 + q2)2
+
2q2
(m2 + q2)
+
2q2
(m2 − q2)
)
1
sˆ
+
(
− 2q
4
(m2 + q2)
+ 2q2
)
1
sˆ2
+
(
2q4
m2
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+
8q4
(m2 − q2) + 20q
2
)
1
λ
+
(
− 2q
2
m2
− 2q
2
(m2 − q2)
)
sˆ
λ
+
16
(sˆ−m2)
+
(
− 16 + 2q
2
m2
+
2q4
(m2 + q2)2
− 2q
2
(m2 + q2)
)
1
(sˆ−m2 − q2)
]
. (B.14)
The computation of the polarized structure functions proceeds in a similar way. We
obtain
gˆHARD1,q = v
V1
q v
V2
q CF
(sˆ−m2 − q2)2
q2
[{
(4m2 − 2q2) 1
λ
1
2 (sˆ−m2) +
(
3m2q2
4
− 9q
4
4
)
1
λ
3
2
+(3m4q4 + 3m2q6)
1
λ
5
2
+
5q2
4
sˆ
λ
3
2
− 15m2q4 sˆ
λ
5
2
+
(
− 4m2 − q
2
4
)
1
λ
1
2 (sˆ−m2 − q2)
}
ln ξ +
(
q6
(m2 − q2)3 +
q4
(m2 − q2)2
− q
2
4(m2 + q2)
+
q2
4(m2 − q2)
)
1
sˆ
+
(
− q
4
2(m2 − q2) −
q2
2
)
1
sˆ2
+
(
− q
4
2m2
+
4q8
(m2 − q2)3 +
6q6
(m2 − q2)2 +
7q4
2(m2 − q2) +
7q2
4
)
1
λ
+
(
− 3m2q4 + 12q
8
(m2 − q2) + 18q
6
)
1
λ2
+
(
q2
2m2
− q
6
(m2 − q2)3
− q
4
(m2 − q2)2 −
q2
4(m2 − q2)
)
sˆ
λ
+
(
− 3q
6
(m2 − q2) − 9q
4
)
sˆ
λ2
+
4
(sˆ−m2)
+
(
− 4− q
2
2m2
+
q2
4(m2 + q2)
)
1
(sˆ−m2 − q2)
]
+aV1q a
V2
q CF
(sˆ−m2 − q2)2
q2
[{
(4m2 − 2q2) 1
λ
1
2 (sˆ−m2) +
(
4m4 − 13m
2q2
4
−9q
4
4
)
1
λ
3
2
+ (−12m6q2 + 3m4q4 + 3m2q6) 1
λ
5
2
+
(
− 4m2 + 5q
2
4
)
sˆ
λ
3
2
+
(
12m4q2 − 15m2q4
)
sˆ
λ
5
2
− q
2
4
1
λ
1
2 (sˆ−m2 − q2)
}
ln ξ
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+(
− q
6
(m2 − q2)3 −
q4
(m2 + q2)2
− 4q
4
(m2 − q2)2 −
q2
4(m2 + q2)
− 15q
2
4(m2 − q2)
)
1
sˆ
+
(
− q
4
(m2 + q2)
+
q4
2(m2 − q2) +
3q2
2
)
1
sˆ2
+
(
4m2 − q
4
2m2
− 4q
8
(m2 − q2)3 −
18q6
(m2 − q2)2 −
47q4
2(m2 − q2) −
17q2
4
)
1
λ
−
(
12m4q2 + 33m2q4 +
12q8
(m2 − q2) + 6q
6
)
1
λ2
−
(
4− q
2
2m2
− q
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